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Abstract

Linear attentions are promising methods to improve Transformer efficiency. This
improved efficiency is applicable to training linear Transformers from scratch,
converting finetuned Transformers into linear versions that recover task-specific
performance, and converting pretrained Transformers into linear versions for down-
stream transfer. However, linear attentions often lag behind softmax attention in
performance. To address this gap, we identify two key empirical properties of
softmax attention missing in linear attentions: low-entropy “spiky” weights and
dot-product monotonicity. We thus introduce Hedgehog, a learnable linear atten-
tion trained to “mimic” softmax attention by minimizing cross-entropy between
attention weights. Experiments show Hedgehog significantly closes the attention
performance gap. Hedgehog closes 68.6% of the gap on WikiText-103 when
training 125M-parameter linear Transformers from scratch, improving upon prior
linear attentions by up to 6 perplexity points (PPL), and recovers >99% of GLUE
points when converting finetuned BERT models, outperforming prior methods up
to 8.7 points. By “linearizing” GPT-2, Hedgehog outperforms efficient Transformer
alternatives, obtaining state-of-the-art 16.7 PPL on WikiText-103.

1 Introduction
Linear attentions are promising methods for improving Transformer efficiency. By replacing stan-
dard attention’s softmax of query-key dot products with the dot product of alternate feature maps
(Fig. 1), linear attentions reduce attention’s time and space complexity from O(n2d) to O(ndd′) for
sequence length n, head dimension d, and feature map dimension d′ [5, 13, 17, 22, 28]. For typical
Transformer settings, e.g., d = 64 and n = 512 to 32K, this quadratic-to-linear scaling can result in
significant speed and memory improvements (Fig. 7). Furthermore, as drop-in alternatives to softmax
attention [26], linear attentions can improve Transformer efficiency not only by training new models
from scratch. They can also improve efficiency of already trained Transformers [12, 14], swapping
attentions to convert existing Transformers into linear variants. We summarize these regimes:
• Training-from-scratch: training new linear attention Transformers, aiming to match standard

Transformers, e.g., on benchmarks like Long Range Arena (LRA) [23] and WikiText-103 [15].
• Finetuned-conversion: swapping the attentions of (quadratic) Transformers already finetuned on

individual tasks, aiming to recover original task performance with improved efficiency [12, 14].
• Pretrained-conversion: doing the same as finetuned-conversion but for pretrained Transformers

such as large language models (LLMs), e.g., to transfer to new tasks and longer contexts.

Unfortunately, existing linear attention mechanisms typically fail to match softmax attention in
modeling quality. When training from scratch, linear attentions achieve 4-6 worse perplexity (ppl)
than softmax attention on standard benchmarks such as WikiText-103 [10, 11, 22], the equivalent
gap between 125M and 255M Transformers [6]. When converting finetuned models, linear attention
models require additional standard attention modules to close the gap [12, 14].
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Figure 1: Hedgehog learns trainable feature maps so linear attention weights match those of standard
attention. This results in expressive yet efficient linear attentions substitutable in various Transformers.

In this work, we aim to close the performance gap by studying prior linear attention expressivity.
We identify two properties of softmax attention which prior linear attentions lack: low-entropy
“spikyness” (Fig. 2) and dot product monotonicity (Fig. 3), and hypothesize these are critical for
matching softmax attention performance. In App. B.1, we further show how they strongly correspond
to performance in training-from-scratch (Fig. 5) and pretrained-conversion (Table 5).

We thus propose Hedgehog, an efficient-to-compute learnable linear attention trained to capture the
spiky and monotonic softmax properties. Unlike prior works and the Taylor feature maps that propose
a specific function [5, 13, 19], we learn these feature maps as single-layer MLPs specifically trained
to match softmax attention weights. By mapping from Rd 7→ Rd, we maintain prior linear attentions’
O(nd2) complexity. By training these mappings via softmax attention weights as cross-entropy
soft-labels, we find Hedgehog matches softmax attention weights with much higher fidelity (Fig. 4),
producing low-entropy and monotonic weights that ultimately improve linear attention quality.

In experiments, we validate that Hedgehog’s improved expressivity translates to closing the softmax
attention performance gap in the three regimes mentioned above:
• Training-from-scratch: Hedgehog matches Transformers on standard benchmarks such as Long

Range Arena (LRA) [23] task, and closes the linear attention gap by 68.6% on WikiText-103.
• Finetuned-conversion: Hedgehog recovers >99% of original model performance on average

across bidirectional encoder-only 110M parameter BERT-base models finetuned on GLUE.
• Pretrained-conversion: Hedgehog enables effective transfer to new tasks, outperforming modern

subquadratic models by linearizing pretrained Transformers. A 125M linear GPT-2 finetuned on
WikiText-103 achieves state-of-the-art 16.7 ppl for parameter-matched subquadratic models.

2 Improving linear attention via spiky and monotonic weights
2.1 Preliminaries: quadratic-to-linear complexity with linear attention
Attention setup. Let {qi}ni=1, {ki}ni=1, {vi}ni=1 denote the set of queries, keys, and values, with
individual elements in Rd. Let n denote sequence length and d denote head dimension. We compute
attention outputs yi ∈ Rd by first computing similarities for each qi and every kj (j ≤ i for causal
attention). Standard attention computes these similarities with the softmax over dot products [26]:

yi =

i∑
j=1

sim(qi,kj)vj , where sim(qi,kj) =
exp(q⊤

i kj/
√
d)∑i

m=1 exp(q
⊤
i km/

√
d)

. (1)

While expressive, Eq. 1 for all {yi}ni=1 requires O(n2d) time and memory. To more efficiently scale
over long sequences, we thus want linear attentions that maintain standard attention’s expressivity.

Linear attention and kernel feature maps. Observe that the exp(·) in Eq. 1 can be viewed as a
kernel function, which can be replaced in general with K(x,x′) = ϕ(x)⊤ϕ(x′) where ϕ : Rd 7→ Rd′

is a feature map applied to each vector. By doing so, we can compute attention in linear time and
space over the sequence length n [13, 25]. This is possible by rewriting Eq. 1 as:

yi =
ϕ(qi)

∑i
j=1

(
ϕ(kj)

⊤vj

)
ϕ(qi)

∑i
j=1 ϕ(kj)

. (2)

Prior feature maps. Numerous prior works have proposed feature maps ϕ that remain efficient while
still being expressive and stable to train. These include ϕ ensuring positive attention weights, e.g.,
via 1 + ELU [13] or ReLU [12], upweighting local tokens (e.g., cosFormer [19]), and approximating
softmax via randomized features (e.g., Performer [5, 21]).
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Figure 2: Attention weight spikiness. Softmax attention (left) display much lower entropy than
prior linear attentions, resulting in “spiky” weights. Recovering this spikiness via Hedgehog (right)
corresponds to improved performance (Sec. 4.1).

Figure 3: Attention weight monotonicity. Versus softmax attention (left), prior linear attentions are
not monotonic over trained query-key dot products, coinciding with poor recovery during finetuned-
conversion (Table 2). Hedgehog (right) can improve monotonicity and finetuned conversion (Sec. 4.2).

2.2 Explaining linear attention performance gaps via expressive attention properties

We now present our core observations, that prior linear attention feature maps fail to retain “spiky”
and monotonic attentions present in softmax attention. We describe and illustrate these properties
(Fig. 2, 3), and show how their absence in prior linear attentions affects attention weights in Fig. 4.

Property 1: Low-entropy spikiness. Intuitively, one source of attention’s effectiveness is its selective
upweighting of relevant tokens [2, 4, 9]. Mechanically, the softmax exponentiates similarities of
queries and keys, quantified via low-entropy or “spiky” attention weights (Fig. 2). With prior linear
attentions, the attention weights result in much higher entropy (more uniform) distributions, even for
softmax approximations under mean-squared error bounds (Performer [5], Fig. 2).

Property 2: Monotonicity over query-key dot products. Beyond spikiness, we also observe that
prior linear attention weights are not monotonic over trained query-key dot products (Fig. 3). We
observe that while softmax attention (left subplot) has a smooth monotonic trend, none of the existing
linear attentions exhibit the same monotonicity. This may cause training issues after swapping
attentions due to conflicting gradients between attentions and original model parameters, e.g., in
Fig. 3, trying to upweight attentions by increasing product similarity can result in lower attention.

3 Hedgehog: Expressive linear attention via softmax mimicry
To retain these properties in an efficient linear attention, we present Hedgehog. Our key insight is
that rather than use fixed functions to capture the spiky and monotonic properties, we learn linear
attention feature maps as single-layer MLPs to do so.

Spiky MLP feature map. We make the feature map ϕ : Rd 7→ Rd′
in Eq. 2 a trainable MLP. We

compute ϕmlp(qi)
⊤ϕmlp(kj) with a simple one-layer MLP as ϕmlp(x) = Φ(W⊤x + b) where the

matrix W ∈ Rd×d′
and the bias b ∈ Rd′

are learned, and Φ is an activation function. For multi-head
attention (and multi-layer Transformers), we use a separate MLP for each head and layer, and use the
same ϕmlp for the queries and keys. To induce spikiness, we set Φ as the element-wise exp().

Attention weight distillation loss. To learn a softmax approximation, we train ϕmlp to minimize the
cross-entropy loss between the computed linear attention weights and those that would have been
computed via softmax attention. For query qi and keys {kj}n1 , we compute the sample losses as

Li = −
i∑

j=1

exp(q⊤
i kj)∑i

m=1 exp(q
⊤
i km)

log
ϕmlp(qi)

⊤ϕmlp(kj)∑i
m=1 ϕmlp(qi)⊤ϕmlp(kj)

(3)
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Performer 64 Cosformer relu pos_relu exp Hedgehog (Ours) Softmax

Figure 4: In contrast to prior linear attentions, trained Hedgehog attention layers (2nd right) produce
attention weights that closely track softmax attention (right).

Model Transformer Performer Reformer AFT Linear Attn. (1 + ELU) Hedgehog

Perplexity 18.6 26.8 25.6 28.2 25.6 20.8

Table 1: Training-from-scratch on WikiText-103. Among 125M decoder-only models, Hedgehog
significantly closes the gap between standard Transformers and prior linear attention maps by 68.6%.

4 Experiments
4.1 Training efficient linear Transformers from scratch
We evaluate Hedgehog Transformers trained from scratch on popular WikiText-103 language model-
ing [15] (also evaluating on LRA in App. C.1). Following prior work [10], we compare Hedgehog
with other attentions on a 125M decoder-only Transformer, computing perplexity on 1024-token
inputs. We find Hedgehog significantly closes the performance gap up to 6 points (Table 1).

4.2 Finetuned conversion of quadratic to linear transformers
We further evaluate Hedgehog for converting finetuned BERT models trained on individual GLUE
tasks. We compare Hedgehog to the prior linear attention method Transformer-to-RNN (T2R) [12] in
Table 2, which differs by (1) using the ReLU activation function and (2) not training to mimic softmax
attention. To further test the value of Hedgehog’s exponential activation function and attention
distillation, we also compare against an ablation that trains the T2R feature map with our distillation
loss (T2R-HH). Training to mimic softmax attentions boosts performance of T2R, suggesting that
attention weight distillation may be a general step to improving linear attention. However, Hedgehog’s
exponential map still leads to superior performance, supporting the spiky design choice.

4.3 Pretrained conversion for subquadratic task transfer
Finally, we evaluate Hedgehog for converting pretrained Transformers into linear Transformers that
can be readily finetuned on downstream tasks. We use the same WikiText-103 evaluation and 125M
parameter model size as in Sec. 4.1. To evaluate Hedgehog for pretrained-conversion, we compare
against T2R and other modern subquadratic sequence models such as H3 [10] and Hyena [18]. In
Table 3, we find that Hedgehog outperforms T2R pretrained-conversion, H3 and Hyena.

Method CoLA SST2 MRPC STS-B QQP MNLI QNLI RTE Avg (%) Recover

BERT-FT 58.8 93.2 90.2 88.8 91.0 84.7 91.3 68.2 83.3 100.0

T2R 43.6 87.7 83.0 78.6 86.7 - 84.6 54.1 74.0 88.9
T2R-HH 56.9 90.9 89.1 77.7 90.0 77.4 84.5 56.3 77.9 93.5
Hedgehog 59.2 92.6 90.1 87.4 91.0 82.6 89.6 69.3 82.7 99.3

Table 2: Finetuned-conversion evaluation. Hedgehog recovers 99.3% of original finetuned BERT
(BERT-FT) GLUE performance, significantly closing the gap w.r.t. prior conversion approaches.

Method GPT-2 Hybrid H3 Hyena T2R-GPT-2 Hedgehog-GPT-2

Perplexity 28.0 18.5 18.5 19.4 16.7

Table 3: Pretrained-conversion on WikiText-103. By converting GPT-2 into a linear Transformer
before finetuning, Hedgehog outperforms prior competitive 125M sub-quadratic sequence models.

5 Conclusion
We study the linear attention performance gap, hypothesizing that low-entropy and monotonic
attention weights are key for improving performance. We thus propose Hedgehog, a learnable linear
attention to capture these properties, and show improved performance in a variety of training regimes.
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A Additional Hedgehog details

A.1 Implementation mechanics

We discuss additional mechanics observed to improve Hedgehog performance in practice.

Numerical stability In practice, we find that computing Φ as the softmax applied over the MLP
output dimension also seems to work but with better stability. In this case, we expand the feature map
as

ϕmlp(x) =
[ exp(w⊤

1 x)∑d
i=1 exp(w

⊤
i x)

, . . . ,
exp(w⊤

d x)∑d
i=1 exp(w

⊤
i x)

]
(4)

(also performing better than dividing each element by the max over {exp(w⊤
i x+ b)}di=1)

Negation mapping. To better compute dot products as a similarity measure between queries and
keys, in practice we also set Φ as a mapping from Rd 7→ R2d, e.g., via

ϕmlp(x) =
[
exp(w⊤

1 x+ b), . . . , exp(w⊤
d x+ b), exp(−w⊤

1 x− b), . . . , exp(−w⊤
d x− b)

]
(5)

where the additional negation mapping in R2d intuitively lets us better factor in negative dimensional-
ities, which prior linear attention feature maps like ReLU ignore.

A.2 Faster inference with linear attention models

Using the above equation, we can now compute the attention maps in O(ndd′) time and space.
Furthermore, while Eq. 2 is efficiently parallelizable during training (as a forward pass over n-long
input sequences), [13] show that linear attention enables constant memory and O(n) decoding speed
as a recurrence. If si =

∑i
j=1 ϕ(kj)

⊤vj and zi =
∑i

j=1 ϕ(kj), then

yi =
ϕ(qi)si
ϕ(qi)zi

, si = si−1 + ϕ(ki)v
⊤
i , zi = zi−1 + ϕ(ki) . (6)

A.3 Hedgehog feature map pseudocode

def hedgehog(x):
x = linear(x) + bias
return torch.cat([exp(x), exp(-x)])

B Additional motivating experiments for Section 2

B.1 Explaining linear attention performance gap

We validate the two properties introduced above by showing that (1) lacking spikiness corresponds to
significantly worse performance when training from scratch, and (2) lacking spikiness and mono-
tonicity corresponds to failing to recover performance when converting finetuned models.

Figure 5: Associative recall performance
strongly corresponds to lower attention
entropy; present in softmax attention but
not prior linear variants.

Training from scratch. We compare various Transform-
ers’ abilities to solve Associative Recall (AR) [1], a next-
token prediction task previously studied as a proxy for
language modeling capability [16]. AR tests how well
a model can recall specific content in an input sequence,
structured as a list of key-value pairs which ends in a key
(Table 4).

As a control for evaluating our hypothesis, we also con-
sider a simple feature map designed to induce “spikiness”
but not monotonicity: ϕt(x) = exp(x · t), which applies
a temperature-t scaled exponential element-wise.

In Fig. 5, we observe a strong correspondence between
low-entropy attention weights and AR task accuracy.
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While softmax attention solves the AR task perfectly, prior
linear attentions struggle to achieve even 20% accuracy
while at the same time obtaining much larger attention map entropies. To further support our hypothe-
sis, observe that while the exponential map ϕ1 fails AR and produces similarly high entropy attention
weights, increasing spikiness with t = 2 actually solves the task.

Input Sequence Next Vocab Seq.
Token Size Length

c 9 k 8 j 3 ... f 1 c 9 40 128

Table 4: Associative recall task. Example from [1].

Finetuned-conversion. We next compare how various linear attentions perform at recovering original
softmax attention performance for the finetuned-conversion regime. We adopt the procedure in [12],
which takes a Transformer already finetuned on a specific task, swaps the attention layers with a
linear attention variant, and further finetunes the entire model on the same task.

For this setting, we evaluate with a BERT-base-uncased model [8] finetuned on the Corpus of
Linguistic Acceptability (CoLA) task [27], where the goal is to classify whether a sentence is
grammatically correct. We compare the performance of the original (softmax attention) BERT
model2 with the linear attention converted models. In Table 5, we find that just as no linear attention
smoothly captures monotonicity over the trained model’s query-key dot products, no linear attentions
fully recovers the original finetuned BERT’s score of 0.588. This includes the spiky ϕ2 feature map
which was sufficient in the training-from-scratch regime.

BERT FT 1 + ELU ReLU Performer cosFormer exp(t = 1) exp(t = 2)

MC 58.8 28.1 39.5 24.7 39.9 45.9 50.0

Table 5: Matthew’s correlation (MC) for BERT FT on CoLA after linear attention conversion.

B.2 Architecture details

For the associative recall experiments in Sec. B.1, we use a four layer, four heads-per-layer Trans-
former with rotary embeddings, similar to modern model families such as Pythia [3] and LLaMA
/ Llama-2 [24], and keep all parts consistent except for the multi-head attention. We test various
popular linear attention feature maps (c.f., Fig. 2).

B.3 Dataset details

To understand the effects of more uniform attention weightings, we evaluate with 40 possible tokens
and 128 token-long-sequences, such that models must recall pairings that only occur three times on
average in-context.

C Additional results and details from Section 4

C.1 Long Range Arena Results

We evaluate Hedgehog Transformers trained from scratch on the popular LRA sequence classification
benchmark [23]. We initialize Transformers with Hedgehog linear attentions, and train the entire
models end-to-end for sequence classification on LRA. In Table 6, we report Hedgehog results for
LRA. We find Hedgehog achieves best average accuracy across tasks among linear attentions, further
outperforming standard Transformers on average across the five tasks.

2https://huggingface.co/JeremiahZ/bert-base-uncased-cola
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Table 6: Training-from-scratch on LRA. Hedgehog achieves best average performance across Trans-
formers and subquadratic variants. ∗ indicates method results reported from original works. All other
reported from the official LRA benchmark [23]. Best, 2nd-best acc (%) reported.

Model ListOps Text Retrieval Image Pathfinder Average

Transformer 36.37 64.27 57.46 42.44 71.40 54.39

Local Att 15.82 52.98 53.39 41.46 66.63 46.06
Linear Trans. 16.13 65.90 53.09 42.34 75.30 50.55
Reformer 37.27 56.10 53.40 38.07 68.50 50.67
Sparse Trans. 17.07 63.58 59.59 44.24 71.71 51.24
Sinkhorn Trans. 33.67 61.20 53.83 41.23 67.45 51.29
Linformer 35.70 53.94 52.27 38.56 76.34 51.36
Performer 18.01 65.40 53.82 42.77 77.05 51.41
Synthesizer 36.99 61.68 54.67 41.61 69.45 52.88
Longformer 35.63 62.85 56.89 42.22 69.71 53.46
BigBird 36.05 64.02 59.29 40.83 74.87 55.01
Nyströmformer∗ 37.15 65.52 79.56 41.58 70.94 58.95
cosFormer∗ 37.90 63.41 61.36 43.17 70.33 55.23
Skyformer∗ 39.25 64.70 82.06 40.77 70.73 59.50

Hedgehog 37.15 64.60 82.24 40.15 74.16 59.66

C.2 Hyperparameters

On LRA, for fair comparison we implement Hedgehog in the existing PyTorch implementation
provided by [28], using the same configs in the original repository [23]. For WikiText-103, we train
125M parameter decoder-only Transformer models with learning rate 6e-4, weight decay 0.01, and
AdamW optimizer.

For the finetuned conversion setting, we first do Hedgehog attention by training attention layers for
up to five epochs with learning rate 1e-2, weight decay 0, AdamW optimizer, and early stopping with
respect to validation loss. We then train BERT models with learning rate 1e-5, weight decay 0, and
cosine scheduler.

For the pretrained conversion setup, we start with pretrained GPT-2 [20]. We use the same distillation
scheme for training Hedgehog attentions. We train Hedgehog attentions by computing queries, keys,
and attention weights from forward-passes with the non-finetuned GPT-2 model on WikiText-103
samples, before swapping the attentions and finetuning the converted Hedgehog-GPT-2 model with
the standard next-token prediction task. We then train all models with learning rate 6e-4, weight
decay 0.01, and AdamW optimizer.

D Additional results

D.1 Hedgehog scaling

In Fig. 7 we show that Hedgehog achieves real-world linear scaling with respect to sequence length
in compute and memory. We benchmark inference speed (measured in wall-clock time) and memory
usage. Due to its linear scaling, we find Hedgehog achieves 4x faster inference with similar memory
to FlashAttention [7] at sequence lengths 32K tokens long. For comparison, we also benchmark a
2nd-order Taylor series feature map approximation to the exponential function. While this feature
map is also able to recover the low-entropy and monotonic attention weight properties that we
discussed for expressive linear attentions (Fig. 6), we show that it introduces practical inefficiencies.
While technically linear in sequence length, the Taylor feature maps are inefficient to compute as
linear attention. They take O(ndp+1) time and space (where p is polynomial degree), resulting in
non-competitive scaling compared to standard attention in wall-clock time and memory (Fig. 7).
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Figure 6: Taylor approximation recovers spikiness and
monotonicity
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Figure 7: Hedgehog scaling in memory usage
(left) and runtime (right)

D.2 Finetuned conversion attention weights

To visualize Hedgehog learned attentions throughout a model, we plot the attention weights of trained
Hedgehog attentions in comparison to standard softmax attention and other linear attentions for
each head and layer 0. We visualize attention weights for BERT models finetuned on the CoLA
dataset, plotting the same validation set sample. Hedgehog attentions consistently best match softmax
attentions qualitatively. For each layer, head, and method, we also report the average entropy over
the attention weights, noting that Hedgehog attentions consistently match softmax attention’s low
entropy.

Figure 8: BERT finetuned on CoLA attention weights for layer 0.
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